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Abstract

Advances in the field of microfluidics in the last decades have enabled the integration of cell
culture in microfluidic devices, which lead to the development of ”organ-on-a-chip”. This
technology utilises representative models of physiology in the form of 3D multicellular mi-
crotissues or organoids in microfluidic devices to study biological processes [1]. Although the
technology is still in its infancy [2], physiologically relevant models with integrated biosensors
are promising to both medical research and healthcare [3]. They could be used to replace
animal models and traditional cell culture for disease modelling or drug screening. Addition-
ally, they could be used in personalized medicine, creating a model of a patient to diagnose
and investigate treatment options. In cancer research, information about cell metabolism can
characterize tumor development and can be used to screen drugs [3].

In this context, this project aims to develop a microfluidic device to probe the production
of IL-6, a cytokine involved in the inflammatory response, of triple negative MDA MB 231
breast cancer cells as a response to stimulation with TNF-α.

The microfluidic devices of this project were made using PDMS soft-lithography and sandwich
immunoassay techniques were used for the biosensing components of this work. Stimulated
IL-6 production in traditional cell culture vessels and basal production of the MDA MB 231
cell line were both in accordance with literature. [4] [5] Control experiments with MCF 7
cells yielded no detectable IL-6 as expected. The proposed microfluidic chip contains a novel
bolt-nut valve design to close off separate chambers, the functioning of which was tested and
determined to be adequate for flows from 10 µL/min to 5 mL/min, which is amply sufficient
for the proposed use. The cell viability in the device was above 97%, similar to that of a well
plate. The limit of detection of a fluorescent assay was determined to be 5 ±0,2 nM, which is
not sufficient to measure the produced IL-6 concentration range of 450pM in a chip. The rate
of production of IL-6 per cell inside the microfluidic device was found to be in accordance
with prior experiments in traditional cell culture vessels.

Recommendations for further research include: using cell cultures with low passage count;
applying methods to achieve homogeneous and precise cell counts upon seeding, such as auto-
mated cell counting to improve reproduciblility; and improving the optical setup, in particular
the camera, to increase the sensitivity of the sensing method.
Overall, the results of the design are promising. After the implementation of the recommen-
dations, a fully functioning device seems possible.
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1 Introduction

Cells are exceptionally talkative and are in communication with each other at all times, both
in our bodies and in in-vitro culture. All this information is contained in the secretome,
the collection of all proteins expressed in the extracellular space. Characterizing and under-
standing the secretome is a key aspect in understanding cellular behavior[6]. For instance,
the secretome can give an indication of the local state of health or infection. Techniques to
precisely measure protein expression are therefore crucial for monitoring cell responses upon
stimulation.

In the last decades advances in the field of microfluidics have led to the integration of cell
culture in microfluidic devices, even resulting in representative in-vitro models of (patho-
)physiological mini-tissues, called ”organ-on-a-chip” which are used to study these biological
processes. Nevertheless, the integration of biosensors on-chip is still in its beginning stages
with only 13% of published research in 2019 in the field of microfluidics and organ-on-a-chip
containing a biosensor.[2] However, the addition of on-chip biosensors can greatly improve the
functionality and impact of these devices [3]. The added value of on-chip biosensing could
critically support applications of organ-on-a-chip and help to replace and improve upon ani-
mal models and traditional cell culture for drug screening or disease modelling. Additionally,
integrated biosensing in microfluidic cell devices can open the way to personalized medicine,
where personalized models of patients can be made to diagnose and screen treatment options.

Consequently, physiologically relevant models with integrated biosensors are promising to
both medical research and healthcare. In cancer research for instance, cell metabolism can
provide information about tumor development and can therefore be used to screen drugs.
These considerations lead to the goal of this graduation project, formulated at the end of this
section. This project is a first step in the direction of a device that integrates both a cell
culture and a biosensor to examine the response of breast cancer cells upon stimulation. In
the future, continuous biosensing such as Brownian Particle Motion (BPM) sensors [7] could
further improve the functionality of the device.

In the next chapters, the background of this project will first be laid out, including an expla-
nation of the characteristics of the cell types MDA MB 231 and MCF 7 that are used in this
project and the current advances in the field of microfluidics. Then, all necessary methods
and the associated principles will be explained. Finally, the obtained results will be presented
and discussed.

1.1 Research goal

This project aims to develop a microfluidic device to probe the production of interleukin-6
(IL-6), a response upon stimulation of triple negative breast cancer cells, modelled by MDA
MB 231 cells. Triple negative breast cancer is an aggressive and treatment resistant type of
cancer with a poor prognosis [8]. This type of cancer can metastasize quickly and the risk of
metastasis is increased by an inflamed tumor environment [9]. Therefore, the device will probe
the response of triple negative breast cancer cells upon stimulation with TNF-α, a cytokine
that takes part in the inflammatory response, with the use of an integrated biosensor.
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2 Project background and State of the art

This chapter describes the initial steps to conceptualizing a microfluidic device to measure
the production of IL-6 by MDA MB 231 cells. First, it lists an inventory of necessary sub-
components. Then, it succinctly presents the background and current state of the art in
microfluidic cell culture and provides context for this project. This context is followed by
a description of principles that are necessary to understand the techniques used within this
project.

2.1 Plan of approach for a microfluidic device with cell culture and biosen-
sor

The first step in this project is to make an inventory of the essential components of a mi-
crofluidic device to be able to reach the goal of realizing a chip with a cell culture monitored
by a biosensor. These components give an overview of the required approach and what a
finalized chip might look like:

• Cells: A cell culture is at the center of this project, along with the biomarker of interest
produced by these cells. In this project the MDA MB 231 and MCF 7 cell lines are
used, and the biomarker that is targeted is the IL-6 cytokine. More details about these
cells are given further in this section. The IL-6 production of the cells will be measured
in typical conditions in a well plate first. Eventually, IL-6 production will be measured
in the microfluidic device.

• Chamber that hosts cells: If a cell culture is to be integrated, an environment in
which these cells can reside must be integrated in the device. The chosen cell type is
adherent and thus the design must take into account that the cells will attach themselves
to the surface and cannot be removed or displaced after incubation. The suitability of
this chamber can be evaluated by measuring the cell viability inside the device.

• Biosensor: A biosensor is a device to measure the concentration of a (bio)chemical
target molecule such as a protein into a measurable signal. In this case a biosensor
with a sensitivity in the picomolar range is needed. Since sandwich assays are typically
sensitive and specific, this is the chosen method to detect such low concentrations in
the complex matrix of cell medium. [10] [11]

• Chamber that hosts the biosensor: As with the cell culture, there must be a
dedicated area for the biosensor in the chip.

• A system that can transduce the biosensor response into a signal: After
capturing and binding to the protein of interest, one must be able to measure a signal to
determine the concentration. In this project, this is done with the help of a microscopy
setup imaging a fluorescent light signal. This is made possible by the material of the
chip being transparent. The limit of detection of the biosensor and the detection method
should be evaluated for this application.

• Valve: A valve is needed to separate the cell culture chamber and the sensing chamber.
The valve prevents contamination when it is closed and when it is time to sample and
analyze the sample it can open. The transport of the sample from the cell chamber
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to the biosensor can be realized by opening the valve and flowing the sample in using
standard microfluidic equipment such as syringe pumps. The mechanical performance
of the valve is to be tested for different flow rates.

2.2 Cell culture

Cell culture emerged at the turn of the last century, when it was first applied using animal
cell lines. In the second half of the century the first human cell line, HeLa, originated. Cell
culture has since proven to be an invaluable technology in biological research. Today, cell
culture is used for many different applications including: developing and producing vaccines,
the production of complex proteins, as well as being the basis for tissue engineering and fun-
damental research of cell processes. [12]

Over the last decades, improvements have been made with respect to prevention of contam-
ination, cell medium contents, and materials for cell culture vessels, but the basic principles
of cell culture have remained largely unchanged [1]. The cells are immersed in cell medium
containing amino acids, vitamins, inorganic salts, and glucose and are kept in an incubator
at 37oC, 95% humidity and 5% CO2. Cells are regularly passaged or subcultured, which
involves moving a small amount of cells to a new vessel with fresh cell medium. This is done
to extend the life of the cell culture by avoiding the senescence caused by high and prolonged
cell density. The number of times this process is performed is called the passage count. Cell
cultures with high passage counts can show abnormal behavior, and thus keeping this count
low is important in generating reliable results.

2.2.1 Breast cancer cell lines

The cell lines chosen in this project have to meet a few criteria. They should produce a
biomarker in response to a stimulus, be of clinical interest and relevance, be robust in order
to successfully maintain them, and finally they should to be a suitable candidate for integra-
tion in a microfluidic chip.

Following these criteria the breast cancer cell lines MDA MB 231 and MCF 7 were cho-
sen for this project. Both are well-established lines to study breast cancer biology. MCF 7 is
a cell line that is primarily used in the development of chemotherapeutic drugs and research
into drug resistance.[13] MDA MB 231 is a triple negative breast cancer cell line. This aggres-
sive form of cancer has limited treatment possibilities. Thus the MDA MB 231 cell line is a
crucial cell type for developing effective drugs and therapies. This line is also a proven model
for breast cancer metastasis, particularly to bone. Metastatic cancer is associated with higher
morbidity and mortality making it an essential mechanism to study and understand.[14] Ad-
ditionally both of these cell lines are adherent, robust and easily cultured, as well as having
been proven to be able to be cultured in a microfluidic device in previous research.[15]

The specific biological process that will be observed using these cells is the production of
the IL-6 (interleukin-6) cytokine over a few hours as a result of TNF-α (Tumor Necrosis
Factor alpha) stimulation. IL-6 has been reported to play crucial a role in metastasis and
the progression of cancer in general.[5] Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-6
contribute to a chronically inflamed tumor micro environment which leads to an increased
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risk of metastasis.[9] Studying this mechanism is thus important to understand cancer pro-
gression and developing potential treatments. However, the connection between high levels
of IL-6 and cell migration or invasion are not yet understood in triple negative breast cancer,
here represented by the MDA MB 231 cell line. [16] Additionally, a crucial difference between
the MCF 7 and MDA MB 231 cell lines is their production of IL-6. The MDA MB 231
cell line secretes IL-6 while the MCF 7 does not secrete IL-6 both with and without TNF-α
stimulation. [9] As the goal of this project is to monitor IL-6 concentration the MCF 7 cells
are a suitable candidate for control experiments to observe the blank response of a biosensor
with a similarly complex matrix.

Moreover, beyond the connection between IL-6 concentrations and breast cancer metasta-
sis, IL-6 is an interesting marker to target as many other pathologies present higher levels
of IL-6 in the body. Examples include; post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease with IL-6
levels rising to 11020 pg/mL, and sepsis with concentrations reaching 100000 pg/mL.[17]

2.3 Microfluidic cell culture

As described above, traditional cell culture has not changed much in the last decades. How-
ever, more accurate and controllable methods are needed for deeper analysis of cellular pro-
cesses ranging from single cell analysis to bulk responses in cultures that imitate physiology.
Cellular biochemical parameters and signaling are continually changing, which makes a dy-
namic analysis of cells and their responses crucial to comprehend biological processes.[1]
Microfluidic cell culture offers a solution to these demands.

Microfluidic cell culture involves the use of microfluidic techniques, the manipulation of small
volumes of fluid, to grow and maintain a cell culture in a chip.[18] Studying chemistry and
biology using microfluidics has many advantages such as faster response times, for sensor
results for instance, low reagent volumes and the potential for further integration. In cell cul-
ture, the most crucial aspect is the ability to completely tailor the cellular micro-environment.
Microfluidic cell culture enables new possibilities such as; the possibility to rapidly and dy-
namically control temperature, to stimulate and analyze simultaneously, to automate exper-
iments, to perform experiments with many different conditions in parallel, and to control
nutrients precisely. This technology permits considerable control over soluble factors, tempo-
ral and spatial gradients and patterns that cannot be achieved within traditional cell culture
methods in flasks or well plates.[19]. Typical examples include the control of glucose [20]
and oxygen concentration [15][21] by creating precise concentration gradients or timed con-
centration variations. This ability to design the cellular micro-environment extends to the
possibility to accurately control stimulation concentrations, such as that of TNF-α.

The needs of cells remain the same but are met differently in microfluidic systems than
in traditional methods. The oxygen needs can be met by simply making use of the high diffu-
sivity of oxygen in PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane), which microfluidic chips are often made of.
Nutrients and adequate pH are commonly delivered through medium flown through the chip.
The remaining factor to consider is the temperature. The temperature is generally controlled
off-chip by placing the whole system in an incubator. In some instances it can also be done
on chip; some examples will be discussed in section 2.3.3.
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2.3.1 Organ-on-a-chip

Beyond traditional 2D microfluidic cell culture, in the last decade efforts have been made to
create physiologically relevant models on chips. This field, called organ-on-a-chip, aims at
reproducing 3D cellular structure faithfully mimicking (parts of) human organs in microflu-
idic devices. These models are interesting because they can improve upon the physiological
relevance of traditional (2D and static) cell culture and animal models.[22] [23] Traditional
2D cell culture in flasks and wells, while it can give some information on compound efficacy
and toxicology, cannot accurately model physiology and cell functions. Animal models, on the
other hand, are sometimes a poor representation because animal and human biology simply
differ. Additionally, the use of animal models raises ethical concerns.

Organ-on-a-chip could replace these current standard methods in research and, in the future,
in drug development and diagnostics. A miniaturized analogue of a human organ could be
used in the same fields, of drug testing, and disease modelling, and surpass the performance of
both traditional cell culture and animal models.[23] Furthermore, organ-on-a-chip and other
microfluidic cell culture technologies could be applied to realize personalized medicine. In
this application the aim is to create an in-vitro model that closely resembles the physiology
of a specific, individual patient. This could, for instance, be used to screen for the optimal
personalized treatment. [24]

2.3.2 Integration of biosensors with cell culture on a chip

The integration of biosensors is a promising emerging trend in microfluidic cell culture and
organ-on-a-chip devices. Of the papers published in the field of microfluidics and organ-on-a-
chip in 2019, only 13% included a biosensor [2]. Only a limited amount of biosensors have been
integrated so far, even though different sensor principles, such as electrochemical, acoustic,
and optical, have already been developed [25]. However, on-chip sensing can greatly improve
the functionality and impact of cells or organ-on-a-chip devices. The integration of sensing
can contribute to making the next generation of physiology models more accurate, reliable
and scalable, as well as increasing the speed of analysis [3]. In cancer research specifically,
information about the cell metabolism can elucidate tumor development and can be used to
test the efficacy of drugs.

2.3.3 Selected examples of microfluidic devices sensing cell secretome

This section discusses a selection of microfluidic devices with an integrated sensor and cell
culture presented in literature. These devices are shown in Table 2.1, Figures 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3 and differ greatly. The different design choices will be examined in the light of the goals
of this project.

The devices presented in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 all measure the concentration of a pro-
tein secreted by cells. Device A measures the concentration of IL-2, a cytokine, produced by
murine lymphoma cells, which are a type of cancer. Device B looks at the producted HGF and
TCF-β1, also cytokines, by hepatocytes (liver cells). And Device C senses the concentration
of insulin, produced by islets of Langerhans (pancreas cells).
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Figure 2.1: Device A: Microfluidic device hosting lymphoma cells using a plasmonic nanohole
array to measure IL-2 concentration [26]

Figure 2.2: Device B: Microfluidic device hosting hepatocytes using a microbeads assay to
measure HGF and TCF-β1 concentrations [27]

Figure 2.3: Device C: Microfluidic device hosting islets of Langerhans using a competition
assay to measure insulin concentration [6]
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Device A Device B Device C

Cell type EL4 murine lymphoma cells Primary rat hepatocytes Islets of Langerhans

Analyte IL-2 (cytokine)
HGF and TCF-β1
(cytokine)

Insulin

Concentration range 3-70 pM 50-200 pM 12-70 µM

Detection method
Immunoassay on
plasmonic detector

Sandwich immunoassay
with beads

Competion immunoassay
with fluorescence

Duration of experiment Minutes to hours Several days Minutes to hours
Heat source Warm water channel Incubator Resistive, thin film

Table 2.1: Three examples from literature of device characteristics of various microfluidic
devices integrating both a cell culture and a biosensor

As can be seen in Table 2.1, these devices host different cell types. The lymphoma cells
from device A only produce IL-2 upon stimulation. This is similar to the type of behavior
that is expected within this project. The stimulating protein is included in the medium prior
to analysis. But, the MDA MS 231 and MCF 7 cells used in this project differ from these
lymphoma cells in that they are not cultured in suspension. A suspended cell line enables the
method of simply flowing in the cells and performing analysis immediately, as presented in
device A. In device C, the cells are also in suspension and simply pipetted in a open chamber
prior to measurement. However, the cell type used in this project is adherent and thus, a first
incubation time is needed to enable the attachment of cells to the device. This is similar to
the hepatocytes of device B, which are first incubated overnight to allow the cells to attach
to the microfluidic device. This affects the design of the chip, since a barrier and sampling
mechanism are needed to prevent the cells from attaching in the sampling region overnight.
Thus, a similar approach can be taken for the design and experiments with the breast cancer
cells.

The detection methods and assay types are different across all three devices shown in Figures
2.1-2.3. In both device A and B, the target of interest is a cytokine. In Device A, since plas-
monic detection is particularly sensitive in changes to the surface of the detector, only using
a capture antibody suffices. In device B, however, a sandwich immunoassay is used. Sand-
wich immunoassays are typically very sensitive, specific and robust.[11] They are therefore a
good choice for the low concentration ranges observed here. Device C employs a competition
assay and targets a much higher analyte concentration. Competition assays are typically
less sensitive than sandwich assays. As such, competition assays are typically only used for
small targets were there is no possibility to use antibody pairs. [10] [11] Consequently, in this
project, a sandwich assay is the best choice to determine the concentration of a cytokine in
the pM range, in a complex matrix.

As is clear from Table 2.1, the durations of the different experiments vary greatly; from
a few minutes to a few days. This difference in experimental design requires a different choice
of heating source in the chip design. Both Device A and C have shorter running experiments
where a heat source is integrated into the chip. However, as discussed above, the device with
adherent cells is incubated overnight which increases the duration of the use of the device in
the experiment. Additionally, the IL-6 production will be measured over a few hours. This
makes on chip heating much less advantageous compared to simply putting the whole device
into a cell incubator. Thus, this method seems most suitable to the specific needs of this
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project.

2.4 Background needed for the project

This section introduces and explains several principles that are necessary in understanding
the work and design choices made in this project. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of this
project, this section also explains some common, yet field specific, concepts.

2.4.1 Biosensor and sensitivity

A biosensor is a device to measure the concentration of a (bio)chemicaltarget molecule such
as a protein into a measurable signal. The definition of a biosensor is very broad, thus, in the
interest of brevity, only principles of importance for this project will be treated.

An essential component of a biosensor is typically a binding molecule to target the specific
biomarker of interest. The biomarker in this project, IL-6, is a protein, which is commonly
captured using antibodies. However, also other capture molecules such as aptamers exist.
After binding, a mechanism is needed to translate this capture into a signal. This signal
can be a multitude of different things including a light signal, an electrical signal, or other.
However, every signal suffers from noise. The limit of detection (LOD) is the lowest analyte
concentration at which the corresponding signal can be clearly discerned from this noise[28].
It is defined mathematically as:

SLOD = Sb + 3σb (2.1)

where SLOD is the signal at the limit of detection, Sb is the signal at blank and 3σb is the
standard deviation of this signal at blank. In the case of a linear relation between the signal
and the concentration the LOD becomes:

S = c · a+ Sb (2.2)

where c is the concentration of the analyte, a is the slope of the linear relation and where the
intercept is equivalent to the signal at blank Sb.

LOD =
(Sb + 3σb)− Sb

a
=

3σb
a

(2.3)

Beyond the LOD, which only guaranties a readable signal above noise, there is the limit of
quantification (LOQ). Above the LOQ, two different signals caused by different concentrations
can be reasonably discerned. The LOQ is defined in a similar manner as the LOD.

SLOQ = Sb + 10σb (2.4)

In the case of a linear relation,

LOQ =
(Sb + 10σb)− Sb

a
=

10σb
a

(2.5)
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2.4.2 Fluorescence

Fluorescence is an often-used property in biosensors and microscopy techniques. This form
of luminescence is the emission of light by a substance after absorbing incident light (electro-
magnetic radiation). The phenomenon occurs when an excited molecule, or material relaxes
from a high energy state to a lower one. A Jablonski diagram, as pictured in Figure 2.4,
depicts these transitions between energy levels. The material is first struck by an incident
photon, which excites the dye molecule to a higher electronic and vibrational level. First, the
system relaxes vibrationally. Afterwards, the system fluoresces by transitioning down to the
lower electronic energy level. As can also be understood from Figure 2.4, the emitted light
has a lower energy, or longer wavelength, than the exciting light. This difference is called the
Stokes shift. A good example to illustrate this shift is the dye Alexa Fluor 568, used in this
project,which has a excitation wavelength of approximately 578 nm (orange) and an emission
wavelength of 603 nm (red).

Figure 2.4: Schematic Jablonski diagram depicting the energy transitions leading to fluores-
cence [29]

2.4.3 Flow characteristics in microfluidics

The flow in a microfluidic chip is different from typical macroscopic flow behavior in that, by
its scale, it is dominated by viscous effects. The flow inside a microfluidc chip is therefore
typically laminar. In addition, surface tension has a much greater effect than in macroscopic
fluid flow.

Reynolds number The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number that can be used to
asses whether flow can become turbulent or remains laminar. It weights the ratio between of
inertial forces against the viscous forces in the flow, as can be understood from equation 2.6.

Re =
ρuL

µ
=

ρuDh

µ
=

ρu

µ

2wh

w + h
(2.6)

Where Re is the Reynolds number, ρ the density of the liquid in kg.m−3, u the flow speed
in m.s−1,µ the dynamic viscosity in Pa.s, and L is the characteristic dimension in m. In flow
through a channel, the characteristic dimension can be defined as the hydraulic diameter Dh,
which in the case of a rectangular channel is : 2wh/(w+h), with w the width of the rectangle
and h the height.
In the case of a high Reynold number, the flow is an inertia dominated flow, which can
develop into turbulence, involving vortices and chaotic flow instabilities. This is what one
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can typically experience in macroscopic flows. In the case of a low Reynolds number, as it
often is in microfluidic devices, the flow is dominated by viscous forces and characterized by
a smooth flow, and the flow is laminar.

Fluidic resistance In channels, including microfluidic channels, there is a resistance to
flow called flow resistance. In the microfluidic device, as discussed, the Reynold number is
low which indicates a behaviour dominated by viscous effects. In the case of a laminar flow
through a rectangular channel such as the ones in the presented device the resitance is defined
as [30]:

R =
1

1− 0.63(h/w)

12µl

h3w
(2.7)

Where R is the fluidic resistance in Pa.s.m−3, l the length of the channel in m, h the height
of the channel in m, w the width of the channel in m. One can see from equation 2.7 that in
the case of a narrower channel, a smaller w, the resistance will increase. This property can
be used to increase the flow in certain directions, by increasing the resistance in areas where
one wants to prevent undesired flow.

Capillary pressure Surface tension (or interfacial tension) can be used to describe the
tendency of liquids to minimize their exposed surface area. This is caused by the cohesive
forces of the molecules at the air-liquid surface being pulled towards the rest of the liquid.

Wetting is used to describe the interaction of a liquid with a surface. It is characterized
by the contact angle of the liquid with the surface. With water, in case of a contact angle
of more than 90°the surface is called hydrophobic and the surface is called hydrophilic for
contact angles smaller than 90°.

Capillary pressure occurs as a result of the combined effects of surface tension and wet-
ting of the walls of a narrow channel. An example of an effect caused by capillary pressure
is the advancement of water inside a (hydrophilic) glass capillary. The capillary pressure is
defined as the difference between the pressure inside (Pi) and outside (Po) of the liquid, and
is calculated using [31]:

Pi − Po = ∆Pc = −σ(
1

R1
+

1

R2
). (2.8)

Were σ is the surface tension, and R1 and R2 are the principle radii of curvature, as pictured
in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram depicting the surface of a liquid in a capillary. R1 and R2, the principle
radii of curvature are indicated.

For a symmetrical capillary:

∆Pc = −2σ
1

R
= −2σcosθ

r
(2.9)

Were the radius R can be calculated using the contact angle θ between the wall and the liquid
and the diameter of the capillary R = r

cosθ . In the case of a rectangular channel [32]:

∆Pc = −2σ(
cosθw
w

+
cosθh
h

) (2.10)

Were w is the width and h the height of the channel. As one can see the pressure is either
positive or negative depending on the contact angle as a result of the surface inside the
capillary. This pressure can pull liquid in the narrow channel or create a pressure barrier that
pushes the liquid out. This effect only plays a role in the case of a partially filled microfluidic
device. Once a chip is completely filled with water, the air-liquid interface is not present
inside the chip anymore.
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3 Methods

This section describes the most important techniques and methods used in during this project.
More precise protocols can be found in the appendices of this report.

3.1 Biosensor techniques

In the experiments of this project the aim is to quantify the IL-6 prodution MDA MB 231
and MCF 7 cells when stimulated using TNF-α. In both well plates and microfluidic devices,
the cells are counted, seeded and then incubated overnight and stimulated with cell medium
containing TNF-alpha the next day, or left unstimulated. Next, quantification methods are
needed to determine the concentration of the produced IL-6.

3.1.1 Sandwich assays

An often used technique in the experiments of this project is the ELISA or Enzyme-Linked
ImmunoSorbent Assay. Like all sandwich assays this is a sensitive and specific [11] technique
to measure the concentration of a ligand, which is often a protein, in this project is the IL-6
protein.

Sandwich ELISA A sandwich ELISA is performed in several steps as pictured in Figures
3.1a to 3.1e. These steps are performed in micro wells, which are thoroughly washed after each
step to clear out the remaining reagents. First, a surface is coated in excess capture antibodies.
Then the sample, taken from the cell culture in a well or chip, with the protein of interest is
introduced and the protein binds to the capture antibodies. Next a biotin-detection antibody
conjugate is bound to the captured antigen. A streptavidin-HRP conjugate is then added
and binds with the biotin from the previous step. TMB (Tetramethylbenzidine) substrate
is subsequently added, which by reacting with the HRP creates a blue colored product in
proportion with the concentration of the captured antigen. To stop the reaction an acid is
added and the results can then be read by measuring the absorbance at a specific wavelength.
A curve is fitted using known standard concentrations, and the concentration in the samples
can then be calculated using this fit.
Because this protocol relies on absorbance, which is proportional to path length, it is well
suited to well plates. The reagents in the wells have a thickness of approximately 5mm.
However, the microfluidic device has a height in the range of 100µm.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.1: Protocol for ELISA: (a) The microwell is coated in capture antibody (b) Samples
and standards as well as Biotin conjugate is added to the wells (c) Incubate with streptavidin-
HRP, which binds to Biotin (d) Incubate with TMB substrate until sufficient colored product
has formed (e) The reaction is terminated by the addition of acid and results can be read [33]
[34]

Fluorescent sandwich assay Since an ELISA would not be suited inside a chip because
of the limited height, a different method is needed. A technique that is not depended on
chamber volume is the simple sandwich immunofluorescence assays (sIFA). This method is
akin to the ELISA technique described previously in that it is both selective and sensitive
by implementing the use of two antibodies, a capture and detection antibody, as pictured
in Figure 3.2. The detection antibody is connected to a the fluorophore, which can be done
in a number of ways, in this project a biotin-streptavidin connection was used. Alexa Fluor
568, a red-orange dye, was chosen as a marker to avoid the green auto-fluorescence of the
breast cancer cells. In this technique the concentration of the analyte is proportional to the
number of fluorophores present after washing. This light signal is then captured to be able
to determine the concentration of analyte in the sample.

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a fluorescent sandwich assay[35]

Viability assay Another use of fluorescence is the cell viability test performed within this
work. This assay is performed to evaluate the suitability of the microfluidic device to host a
cell culture. The cells are seeded and incubated overnight in the same manner as the other
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experiments, and a viability assay is executed on the cell culture inside the chip. The viability
assay consists of two different dyes, one that fluoresces blue that is able to stain all cell nuclei
and a red one that stains only the nuclei of cells with compromised plasma membranes. Both
of these dyes bind to DNA but the blue dye (NucBlue) is a Heochst dye, which means it can
permeate through the cell membranes and stain all cells[36]. The red dye, propidium iodide,
only enters the (dead) cells with damaged membrane and its fluorescence is increased 20 to
30 times once bond[37]. Thus, making very bright spots at the locations of dead cells. After
staining the cells using these two dyes, an image is captured of the cells with two filters. Thus,
using two different filters one can examine two different pieces of information on the same
sample. The proportion of dead and live cells can then be calculated. Generally speaking
a cell viability, the proportion of live cells, above 80% is considered good[38], [39], [40]. An
example of the resulting images can be seen in section 4.2.

Once these images are obtained, the are analyzed using an image analysis software (Im-
ageJ) to count the live and dead cells. A threshold is placed on the image to separate the
dark background from the bright cells and a particle counter counts the number of cells.

3.1.2 Fluorescent microscopy

Filters for fluorescent microscopy The Stokes shift, as described in section 2, of the
dyes used in this project can be exploited to separate the incident light and the emitted
fluorescence by using a filter. The filters used, pictured in Figure 3.3, separate the bright
background from the produced fluorescence and thus create an advantageous signal to noise
ratio. The filter cube used in this project contains a combination of a bandpass filter to allow
the correct range of light for excitation. A dichroic mirror reflects the excitation light onto
the sample and lets the emitted light pass to the ocular upon return. Finally, a filter at the
emission wavelength lets the fluorescent light pass to the objective.

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram depicting depicting a filter cube used in fluorescent microscopy
[41]

Alexa Fluor 568, which was used in determining the sensitivity of the biosensor setup, has an
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excitation peak at 578nm and an emission peak at 603nm. The suited filter cube has a first
bandpass filter at 580/20nm (centered at 580nm and FWHM of 20nm) a dichroic mirror with
a cutoff at 595nm and a second bandpass filter at 630/55nm. NucBlue, used in the viability
assay has an excitation peak at 360nm and an emission peak at 460nm. The filter chosen for
this dye has a first band pass filter at 360/40nm, a dichroic mirror at 400nm and a second
filter with a longpass at 425nm. Propidium iodide, also used in the in the viability assay,
when bound, has an excitation peak at 535nm and an emission peak at 617nm. The filter
that suits this dye has a first band pass filter at 545/40nm, a dichroic mirror at 565nm and
a second filter with a bandpass 610/75nm.

Quantifying a fluorescent signal The resulting light signal cannot simply be translated
to a concentration without additional information. First samples of known standard concen-
trations are prepared, and the resulting image is captured by using a microscope with the
correct fluorescent filter and a camera. Fluorophore-streptavidin (Alexa Fluor 568) conju-
gates were physisorbed onto a glass surface. The excess was then washed away which creates
a monolayer of fluorophores to approximate the fluorescent signal coming from a sIFA. The
light from the fluorophores is captured using a wide-field epifluorescent microscope with a
camera. Different objectives, with different numerical aperture (NA), are used in order to
optimize the captured images. After capturing the first image, care is taken to keep the gain,
gamma and brightness settings the same, only the shutter time and frame rate are altered to
attempt to capture a brighter image.
The average brightness from these images is computed by using a MATLAB script, with
completely black pixels having a value of 0 and completely white ones a value of 255. Thus, a
standard curve to connect the brightness and concentration can be created. From this curve
the LOD and LOQ of the fluorophores can be determined, using the formulas described in
section 2.

3.2 Microfluidic chips

3.2.1 Fabrication techniques

Design The first step to creating the design are evaluating all the requirements preferences
and constraints that the design of the microfluidic device should adhere to. A few components
have already been identified in section 2.

• The design should have a cell culture chamber capable of hosting an adherent cell
culture. The correct temperature humidity and gas composition is ensured by placing
the device in an incubator. Furthermore, the cell chamber should be larger than the
biosensor chamber to make sure that the sample volume is sufficient to fill the biosensor
chamber and the channel leading up to it. The cell chamber should also feature a central
column to prevent the chamber from collapsing from manipulation of the PDMS device
during fabrication.

• The design requires a sensor chamber. The minimum dimensions of the biosensor cham-
ber are determined by the field of view of the microscope, and, as stated, should be
smaller than the sample volume in the cell culture chamber.

• A valve is required to separate the cell culture chamber and the sensing chamber. How-
ever, the incubator that the microfluidic device will reside in does not have the equip-
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ment necessary for pneumatic or electrical actuation. This places a constraint on the
possible actuation methods for the valve. For this reason a screw valve seems the best
choice[42] [43]. These valve are entirely self contained on the chip and do not need
external actuation equipment besides a simple hex key.

• The design should feature quite wide channels to prevent clogging by the cells, which
have a diameter of approximately 20µm, and could be washed away.

• The size of the design is constrained by the size of a microscopic slide.

• The width of the channel is constrained by the size of the bolt used in the valve.

• The size of the inlets and outlets is constrained by the size of the needles and punch
tools needed to pierce the PDMS.

• Any changes in width are preferred to have smooth edges to prevent air bubbles being
trapped in the device.

Considering these requirements, constraints and preferences, the design for the device is drawn
up, and the result is shown in Figure 3.4. This design features overall rounded corners and
smooth transitions in channel width. The cell culture chamber is indicated by the letter A in
Figure 3.4 and has a volume of 12µL and a central column. In B one can see the biosensor
chamber with a volume of 2µL. The screw valve will be located in C. The inlets and outlets
are indicated by D and E respectively. F points to the main channel which has a width of
1mm and a height of 130µm to prevent clogging. G indicates the side channel leading to the
sensor chamber. The width of this channel is 500µm to ensure for easy placement of a M2,5
bolt for the valve and to limit leaking and assist the valve by way of hydrodynamic resistance.

Figure 3.4: Device design made usind AutoCAD software
A: the cell chamber, B: the sensor chamber, C: valve location, D: inlets, E: outlets, F: wide main
channel to outlet, G: narrow side channel to the sensor chamber

Photolithography After receiving a photomask according to the chip design, the process to
create a mold can begin. The chip mold is made on a silicon wafer using a photolithography
process with the negative photoresist SU-8, pictured in Figure 3.5. First, photo-resist is
applied to a wafer using a spincoater. The thickness of the photoresist is determined buy the
rotational speed and acceleration of the spincoater. To program the adequate spin coating
protocol the instructions of the manufacturer of the chosen SU-8 photoresist are followed. The
precise protocol use is described in the Appendix in section A. After spin coating, the wafer
is baked once before exposure, which is the pre-exposure bake or soft bake. The photomask
is then put onto the wafer with photoresist and exposed using UV-light. In this step the
exposed SU-8 photoresist’s long molecules cross-link and the photoresist thus solidifies.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the soft lithography process [44]

During the development step, the remaining unexposed photoresist is washed away, creating
a negative image of the photomask, hence the name negative photoresist. After developing,
an optional bake, called hard bake, is performed to improve the mechanical properties of the
mold by annealing small cracks and stresses and ensuring the behavior of the mold stays
consistent when it is exposed to high temperatures at a later stage. After cooling the mold,
as shown in Figure 3.6, is now ready to be used.

Figure 3.6: Succefully prepared silicon wafer to use as a mold for PDMS devices

PDMS molding To create the microfluidic chip, PDMS is molded on the previously pre-
pared wafer. First the PDMS is prepared by mixing polymer base and a curing agent, resulting
in a viscous liquid. This liquid is then poured onto the mold and degassed inside a desiccator
to ensure it is free of bubbles before curing in an oven. After curing, PDMS acts as a solid
rubber, capable of holding the desired shape of the microfluidic device.
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Valve fabrication The valve integrated in the chip is a design that uses a bolt and nut
system to pinch a microfluidic channel shut. [42] [43] To create this valve the chip design is
first molded in PDMS as described above, however the PDMS is only partially cured in this
step. This is to ensure proper adhesion to the next layers. Next the bolt and nut are placed
onto the chosen channel in the device. The details of the method are pictures in Figure 3.7.
The thread of the bolt should be wider than the channel that will be actuated to ensure easy
alignment and proper closure. The bolt and nut are stabilized by using a previously punched
ring made out of completely cured PDMS with an inner diameter the size of the thread.
Then, a second layer PDMS is poured onto the device, encasing the bottom half of the bolt,
making sure the nut is completely submerged. The whole device is then cured and the result
is a chip with an embedded bolt and nut that can act as a screw valve and close and open
the channel underneath.

Figure 3.7: Fabrication method to create a bolt-nut valve embedded in PDMS

Finishing the device Finally to finish the device the underside must be closed off. It is
peeled away from the mold, cut and bonded to a glass microscopy slide after performing a
plasma treatment to the glass and the bottom of the PDMS. When it is time to use the device
inlet and outlet channels are punched out using a dermal punch. Then, it is connected to
tubing by inserting needles in the outlets and inlets as shown in Figure 4.9. The needles can
be autoclaved and can thus be reused after being exposed to bio-hazardous materials such as
the ones used in this project.

Mechanical testing After fabrication the mechanical aspects of the finished device should
be tested. The performance of the valve in particular is crucial for this design. Testing the
valve can be done by using a syringe-pump to flow water at known flow rate through the chip
in both open and closed states. The goal is to observe whether the valves fails or leaks, which
can be viewed through a microscope. Flow rates ranging from 10µL/min to 5mL/min should
be tested in this manner.
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4 Results and Discussion

In this section the results of the experiments performed in this project are laid out.
The first step taken in this project is the quantification of the IL-6 produced by the breast
cancer cells in order to have a baseline to compare for the following steps with. Then, the
performance of the microfluidic device is tested. Both the mechanical performance as well as
the cell viability inside the device is evaluated to determine whether the design is suited to
the goal of the project. Next, preliminary work on biosensor sensitivity is done to determine
whether the sensitivity of the biosensor matches the quantity of IL-6 produced by the cells.
Finally, the IL-6 production of cells inside the microfluidic chip is measured and compared to
the results obtained in well plates.
For each experiment a goal is laid out. Then, the obtained results are described. Finally, the
implications of the results are discussed in light of the project goal and existing literature.

4.1 Quantifying the IL-6 production

The first experiments centered on quantifying the IL-6 production of the MDA MB 231 breast
cancer. This information is important for the design of the following experiments inside the
microfluidic chip of this project and give a it first indication of the concentration range of
interest for the biosensor to be integrated.

First, the effect of TNF-alpha on the cells was observed. An important observation was
that upon stimulation, cell migration occurs. To confirm this, an additional experiment, in
which cells were stimulated with TNF-α without measuring the resulting IL-6 was performed.
The cells were observed by microscope at regular time intervals to examine the reaction to
TNF-α. In Figure 4.1 an example of normal and securely attached cells is shown. Figure 4.2,
shows cells that were not securely attached and inflamed, and 4.3 shows how the detached cells
floated away. As can be seen in Table 4.1, the proportion of loose cells increased both with
time and TNF-α concentration. Thus, to avoid practical problems caused by large amounts
of loose cells, experiments were only performed with the lower concentration of TNF-α, 10
and 20 ng/mL. However as can be seen further in this section in Figures 4.7, and 4.8, the
IL-6 production is not much different with 20ng/mL TNF-α compared to 10ng/mL.

Figure 4.1: MDA MB 231 cells securely
attached to the bottom of a well plate

Figure 4.2: MDA MB 231 stimulated us-
ing 250 ng/mL cells not securely attached
to the bottom of a well plate and seem-
ingly inflamed
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: MDA MB 231 cells stimulated using 100 ng/mL TNF-α detached from the bottom
of a well plate and floating in the cell medium. For example, the cell marked by the arrow
moves between the frames of a video.

TNF-α (ng/mL) 0 10 20 50 100 250

15 min normal normal normal normal normal normal
1 hour normal normal normal normal normal looks irritaed

2 hour normal
very few
detached

normal few detached
some
detached

many
detached

3 hour normal
very few
detached

some
detached

some
detached

quite some
detached

many
detached

4 hour normal
very few
detached

some
detached

some
detached

many
detached

many
detached

5 hour normal few detached
some
detached

quite some
detached

many
detached

many
detached

6 hour normal few detached
some
detached

many
detached

many
detached

many
detached

Table 4.1: Observation of the state of cells trough a microscope as a function of TNF-α
concentration and time

To determine the IL-6 concentrations produced by the MDA MB 231 and MCF 7 cells an
ELISA, as described in section 3.1, was performed on samples taken from cell cultures in a
well plate. The cell density was determined upon seeding. More details on the protocol can
be found in the appendix in section A. The stimulated cell cultures were incubated using
medium that contains TNF-α to promote IL-6 production. Incubation times between 1,5 and
9 hours are observed to complement existing data in literature [9] [5]. This experiment was
repeated multiple times and is denoted as experiment 1, 2 and 3 further in this section.
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Figure 4.4: IL-6 concentration produced
by stimulated (TNF-α 10 ng/mL) cells (7 ·
104cells/mL) as a function of incubation
time during experiment 1 compared to lit-
erature [9] [5]
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Figure 4.5: IL-6 concentration produced by
unstimulated cells 7 ·104cells/mL as a func-
tion of incubation time during experiment
1 compared to literature [9] [5]
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Figure 4.6: IL-6 concentration produced by 7 · 104 cells/mL MDA MB 231 and MCF 7cells
as a function of incubation time
The data indicated by a circle are as a result of TNF-α (10 ng/mL) stimulation. The data indicated
by a triangle are as a result of basal or unstimulated IL-6 production by the cells. Exp 1, 2, and 3
denote the different repetitions of the experiment. The shown error is a result of the sum of standard
deviation in the results over all samples and the precision of the multiwell plate reader according to
the manufacturer
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Figure 4.7: IL-6 concentration produced
by stimulated (TNF-α 20 ng/mL and 10
ng/mL) MDAMB 231 cells (7·104cells/mL)
as a function of incubation time during ex-
periment 2 compared to literature [9] [5]
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Figure 4.8: IL-6 concentration produced
by stimulated (TNF-α 20 ng/mL and 10
ng/mL) MDAMB 231 cells (7·104cells/mL)
as a function of incubation time during ex-
periment 3 compared to literature [9] [5]

As can be seen in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, the IL-6 production rate by the seeded MDA-MB
231 aligns with and complement previous results from literature [9] [5]. The experiment was
repeated multiple times for different timescales to have a higher temporal precision. It is of
note that upon repetition of the experiments, the resulting concentrations did vary somewhat,
as can be seen in Figure 4.6. Overall, the average IL-6 production rate from Figure 4.6 is 2,5
pg/hour/104cells for stimulated cells and with 0,7 pg/hour/104cells unstimulated cells. This
production rate was not altered by a higher concentration of TNF-α, as can be seen in Figure
4.7 and 4.8.

Control experiments were performed using MCF 7 cells, which as mentioned in section 2.2.1
do not produce IL-6. For all instances the MCF 7 cell medium samples yielded a concentra-
tion below the ELISA assay range (minimum of 3pg/mL), as pictured in Figures 4.6, 4.4, and
4.5.

Discussion As shown in Figures 4.4 4.5 the obtained concentrations are in line with exper-
iments from literature [9] [5] that were done for longer timescales. These results confirm the
seemingly linear increase in IL-6 concentration, and a rate of IL-6 production of around 2,5
pg/hour/104cells for stimulated cells and 0,7 pg/hour/104cells unstimulated cells. This result
is used further in this research to be able to quantify the expected IL-6 production inside
the fabricated microfluidic device as a function of cell density and thus gives insight into the
desired LOD and LOQ of the integrated biosensor.

As is apparent from the discrepancy in IL-6 concentrations in Figure 4.6 the experiment
suffers from reproducability issues. When, the experiment was repeated a a few times as to
probe more narrow time intervals, it revealed this difficulty in reproduction. In particular
the second time the experiment was performed a large variation was observed between the
measurements as well as a difference with the previous results. The standard deviation is
the dominating effect on the error, pictured in 4.6. This large variation was likely caused by
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inhomogeneous cell seeding leading to a variation in cell count after overnight cell growth.
Another possibility is a difference in IL-6 production upon stimulation. This could have been
caused by the higher passage count of the cell in the second experiment. Older cells may
react differently to the same stimulation. The cells had already been subcultured 68 times
by this point. To eliminate this effect, a new cell line was started, and a lower passage count
was used in following experiments in the microfluidic chip (passage 55). Upon making sure
the cell seeding was particularly homogeneous for the third experiment, a much narrower
variation as well as a better accordance with the first experiment was observed.
The reproducability of this experiment can be improved by mitigating these two factors in
future experiments both in wells and in microfluidic devices. On the one hand one should use
younger cells with lower passage counts to prevent variability in IL-6 expression. On the other
hand using more precise cell quantification upon seeding such as automated cell counting and
simply making sure the cells are a homogeneous suspension before seeding would improve the
heterogeneity between wells.

As MCF 7 produced no detectable IL-6, this cell line is a very good candidate to perform con-
trol experiment with a similarly complex matrix. These cells did not produce any detectable
IL-6 regardless of stimulation, whereas MDA MB 231 cells did produce some IL-6 even in the
unstimulated case. Thus, to perform control experiments where cells and a complex matrix
are required, but no IL-6, one can use MCF 7 cells. Complex matrices often cause a large
background caused by non-specific interactions. As the IL-6 is only produced by the MDA
MB 231 cells at a rate in the pg/hour range, a good protocol is needed to limit these non-
specific interactions, which can be developed with the help of the MCF 7 cells.

As discussed earlier in this section, the stimulated cells were observed to detach from the
well surface as a result of inflammation caused by the TNF-α stimulation. This seems log-
ical as inflammation is related to a higher chance of metastasis[16]. Furthermore, the IL-6
production does not seem to increase for higher TNF-α concentration. Thus, in following
experiments in the microfluidic device, the stimulation will be limited to only 10 ng/mL of
TNF-α.
However, there is still some degree of cell detachment for this concentration. This can lead
to important practical problems as the cells may move and enter the sensing chamber when
the cell medium sample is flowed in. A possible solution to prevent this would be integrating
a filter in a future design. The filter should be placed before the biosensor to protect it from
damage caused by a cell entering the sensor chamber with the sample. A simple microfilter
or membrane could be used [45], although this is susceptible to clogging, or more advanced
methods such as deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) [46], or microstuctures such as
grooves [47] could be used.

4.2 Testing and validating the chip design

After designing the chip as pictured in Figure 3.4 and fabricating the device by using the
methods described in section 3.2, the functions of the resulting device were tested. First, the
mechanical properties of the chip pictured in Figure 4.9, and the valve in particular, were
tested. Then it was assessed whether the microfluidic environment is adequate to host cells
by performing a viability assay as described previously.
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Figure 4.9: Fabricated microfluidic chip with a bolt-nut screw valve filled with ink to make
the channels and chambers visible and connected to tubing using needles

4.2.1 Mechanical testing

The valve is the most important mechanical aspect of the chip and is the component that the
mechanical testing focused on. The aim of this testing is to determine whether the design
and the valve in particular will fit the use-case for which it was designed, namely an experi-
ment where the valve can stay closed for several hours and be opened and closed a few times.
Additionally, the goal is to determine what flow rates can be used during experiments.

Firstly, the valve was able to reversibly open and close as can be seen in Figure 4.10. The valve
was actuated using a hex key while the device was filled with ink to visualize the fluid being
able to pass or being blocked. The valve was operated upwards of 15 times without failure.
It did, however, show small tears in the PDMS around the embedded bolt after testing.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.10: View of the screw valve from the underside of the chip. The valve is open in
4.10a, closed in 4.10b, and opened again in 4.10c as can be seen from the ink moving under
the end of the bolt.

The testing of the valve under flow was performed by applying flows between 10µL/min to
5mL/min using a syringe pump. Ink was flowed through the chip from the cell chamber at
different rates in open and in closed state as is shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. In Figure
4.11 the chip is filled with a mixture of water and ink from right to left. One can see the ink
diffusing into the water slightly in Figure 4.11a. The ink was flowed-in via the cell culture
chamber and fills the larger main channel and only then goes through the side channel. This is
caused by the difference in microfluidic resistance. Since this channel is larger the mirofluidic
resistance is lower. As described by equation 2.7 in section 3.2, the resistance is a function of
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the dimension of the channel. In this case, the wide channel is twice as wide as the narrow
channel and approximately the same length:

Rwide =
1

1− 0.63(h/2w)

12µL

h32w
(4.1)

Rnarrow =
1

1− 0.63(h/w)

12µL

h3w
(4.2)

Rnarrow/Rwide =
0.63h

w − 0.63h
+ 2 = 2.19 > 1 (4.3)

Thus the resistance is more that twice as large in the smaller channel, which means the fluid
flows at a larger rate in the main channel than into the side one. This helps prevent leakages
when the flow to the biosensor chamber is not desired.

In the case of a closed valve as seen in Figure 4.12, the flow never entered the side chan-
nel to the biosensor chamber. As can be seen in Table 4.2, no failure occurred during testing.
For all tested flow rates the valve performed as desired in both open and closed states. The
only failure observed occurred when water was flowed very forcefully through the chip by
hand using a syringe. The failure point in this instance was a tear in the PDMS in the side
of the cell culture chamber and not the valve.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.11: Top view of the mechanical testing of the screw valve in open state. The ink
flows from right to left in the side channel and through the valve to the sensor chamber.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.12: Top view of the mechanical testing of the screw valve in closed state. The ink
never flows from right to left in the side channel and remains in the wider channel.
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Flow rate µL/min Fail (x) or Success ( )

10
15
20
50
100
500
5000

Table 4.2: Results of the mechanical testing for different flow rates of the screw valve inside
the microfluidic chip.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Front of the water entering the channels in the microfluidic device in the wide
(1mm) channel 4.13a and the narrow channel (500µm) 4.13b

Figure 4.13, shows the liquid front as it progressed in the channels. The angle between the
wall of the channel and the liquid was measured to be around 120°±5 in these images. As
described by equation 2.10 in section 3.2. The capillary pressure caused by this interaction
is:

∆Pc = −2σ(
cosθw
w

+
cosθh
h

) (4.4)

Here since cos(120o) = −0.5, the capillary front acts as a pressure barrier for the liquid. In
this case in both the narrow and wide channel have the same height. Thus the difference in
pressure in both channels is:

∆Pw&n = −2σ(
cosθw
wsmall

+
cosθh
h

− cosθw
wbig

− cosθh
h

) = −2σ(
cosθw
wsmall

− cosθw
wbig

) (4.5)

∆Pw&n = σ(
1

wsmall
− 1

2wsmall
) = σ

1

2wsmall
≃ 72.8Pa > 0 (4.6)

Which means that higher pressure is needed to push flow in the more narrow side channel
leading to the sensor chamber compared to the wider channel.

Discussion As discussed above, this valve design performed well. The design including a
narrower sampling channel was able to contribute to the valve being leak proof when the
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valve is closed. During experiments it was also confirmed that cells were not able to grow
past the valve when it is closed.
Furthermore, as described above, the capillary pressure must be overcome for the channel
leading to the biosensor to be filled. Once the whole chip is full of fluid, which is the case
when experiments take place after the cell culture is already seeded, the narrow channel is
still the path of higher resistance. Thus liquid only flows at a smaller rate through this chan-
nel, which helps in keeping the valve leak proof. In this experiment this pressure was caused
by the main channel being filled with liquid. This can, however, also be achieved by either
pinching the tubing from the main channel outlet or simply plugging it. During subsequent ex-
periments a plug was fabricated by curing glue inside a syringe tip that was used to this effect.

From the results is can be concluded that the valve design does fit the use case of this
project. The end goal for this device is to be used in an experiment in which the cells are
seeded in the chip when the valve is closed, followed by overnight incubation and then, the
next morning, stimulated and the medium analyzed. During this experiment the valve is ac-
tuated infrequently and left a long period of time in an incubator without access to actuation
equipment such as pressurized air or an electric source. Additionally, no limitation in flow
rate is necessary, since the valve did not fail during testing. Preliminary experiments can thus
be executed by pipetting, instead of using syringe pumps, without fearing breaking the seal
of the valve. As such the compact device with manual actuation, that remains in its open or
closed position, is a good solution that matches the requirements in this experiment.
This design of screw valve using a prefabricated nut and bolt compares to similar examples in
literature. Although different fabrication methods are used in literature [43], [42], the screw
valves in this project generally presented similar advantages. They are relatively easy and
inexpensive to fabricate, do not depend on large external equipment such as compressed air
systems or electronic actuation, and allow easy manual actuation by the user. This type of
valve is suited to uses in scenarios where a valve will be used in the range of around 10 to 20
times where automated actuation is not necessary or possible and a simple chip design where
two or more compartments need to be separated temporarily

4.2.2 Viability testing

A second characteristic that the chip needed to be tested for is its bio-compatibility. More-
over, it is important to compare the viability of the cells in the well plates, the cell culture
environment of the first experiment described in section 4.1, to the viability of the cells in
the microfluidic chip to form a correct expectation of the possible IL-6 concentration. The
adequacy of the chip to host cells was determined by the use of a viability assay as described
in section 3.1.

An example of the resulting images is shown in Figure 4.14. The cells have been imaged
after overnight incubation and stained the next morning in order to keep the protocol the
same as with the IL-6 measurement experiments. Figure 4.14a presents an example of a
typical view of the ”live” cell stain, which stains all cell nuclei, both alive and dead. Figure
4.14b, shows a typical example of the ”dead” cell stain, which only stains dead cells, on the
same area. Figure 4.15, a composite image of both the ”live” and ”dead” stain, gives a first
impression of the proportion of live cells. In all images taken, including Figure 4.15, the live
cells were the overwhelming majority. Overall the viability of the cell was very high and
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comparable to cells cultured inside a typical 24-well plate. As can be seen in table 4.3, in all
cases the viability was above 97%.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: Images of a live/dead cell viability staining experiment of 1400 · 104 MDA MB
231 cells/mL inside the cell chamber of the microfluidic chip. The stain in 4.14a stains all
cell nuclei, and the stain in 4.14b only stains dead cells.

Figure 4.15: Composite image of a live/dead cell viability staining experiment of 1400 · 104
MDA MB 231 cells/mL inside the cell chamber of the microfluidic chip.
The cells in blue are stained with the ”live” cell stain, and the cells in read are stained with the ”dead”
cell stain. The live cells make up the large majority of the cells in this image.

Cell density in 104cells/mL Cell type Viability
24 well-plate 7 MCF 7 99,2±0,3%
24 well-plate 7 MDA MB 231 98,7±0,2%
microfluidic chip 140 MDA MB 231 99,4±0,2%
microfluidic chip 1400 MCF 7 97,7±0,6%
microfluidic chip 1400 MDA MB 231 99,4±0,1%

Table 4.3: Results of the viability testing via live/dead staining in the microfluidic chip
compared to the well plate
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Discussion As can be understood from the results presented in Table 4.3 the viability of the
MDA MB 231 cells in the well plate is comparable to that of the cells in the microfluidic chip.
This indicates two things. First, it confirms that the microfluidic environment is adequate for
cell culture, which means the cells should behave in a similar way as in a well plate and thus
produce IL-6 at a similar rate. This leads to the assumption that the IL-6 concentration could
be linearly scaled with the cell density. This hypothesis is tested in following experiments.

The error in the viability is caused by the processing of the captured images. As described in
section 3.1, the cells were counted in black and white images by using a particle counting soft-
ware with a brightness threshold in Image J. The resulting total cell count is very sensitive to
this threshold. If the threshold is too low some cells in the image are below the threshold and
thus left out of the count. If the threshold is too high some background is included in the cell
count. The threshold was chosen by observing the image at different thresholds and making
sure the visible cells in the original image are included in the count. However, after analyzing
a sample image with a known cell count, the range of threshold that seem empirically correct
leads to an error of almost 20% in the number of total counted cells. Nevertheless, the viabil-
ity is calculated as follows V iability = 1−Ndead/Ntotalcells, with Ndead << Ntotalcells. Thus,
the relative error in total cell count is of only small impact for the error in viability.

Cell viabilities between 80-100% [38], [39], [40], are considered adequate. Thus, in all these
cases the cell culture is easily considered viable. Additionally, the resulting viability in the
microfluidic chip was found to be the same as the viability in the well plate. Thus, no dif-
ference in behavior is expected. These results confirm that the microfluidic environment and
the used protocol are adequate for cell stimulation.

4.3 Preliminary work on a fluorescent biosensor

After determining the rate of IL-6 production per cell and confirming the adequacy of the
device to host the desired experiment, the next step was to integrate the biosensor into the
microfluidic chip. Firstly the sensitivity of the method and setup was determined, to evaluate
whether it is suitable. The estimated IL-6 concentration for 1400·104 cells/mL stimulated
MDA MB 231 cells after 3 hours of incubation is estimated to 10500 pg/mL or 500 pM, by
multiplying the result of 2.5pg/hour/104 cells of the experiment in section 4.1. This was thus
the minimum targeted range for the LOD of the detection method.

The experiment was performed as described in sec 3.1. The optical setup used is a wide-
field epifluorescent microscope with a filter cube including filters and a dichroic mirror. The
brightness of a monolayer of fluorophores was plotted against the concentration. The result-
ing curves for different numerical apertures and exposures times were plotted in Figure 4.16,
4.17, 4.18. From these curves the resulting LOD and LOQ were calculated as described in
section 3.1, the results of which are shown in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.16: Image brightness as a function
of fluorophore concentration from a mono-
layer with a 20x dry objective and a shutter
time of 41ms
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Figure 4.17: Image brightness as a function
of fluorophore concentration from a mono-
layer with a 20x dry objective and a shutter
time of 100ms
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Figure 4.18: Image brightness as a function of fluorophore concentration from a monolayer
with a 63x water immersion objective and a shutter time of 100ms

Shutter time (ms) Objective NA LOD (nM) LOQ (nM)
41 20x 0.4 5,2 ± 0,2 17,5 ± 0,8
100 20x 0.4 8,4 ± 0,5 27,8 ± 1,7
100 63x 0.9 5,2 ± 0,2 17,3 ± 0,8

Table 4.4: Calculated LOD based on the curve obtained from an experiment with monolayers
of fluorophore of know concentrations using different objectives and shutter times.

Discussion The calculated LOD does is higher than the required 500pM sensitivity, and,
as can be seen in Table 4.4, a longer shutter time did not improve the LOD. This is unex-
pected because for a longer shutter time, the amount of photons that reach the sensor should
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be larger. A possible explanation for this could be that since the measurements for longer
shutter times were done later in the experiment the fluorophores were already partially pho-
tobleached.

Furthermore, changing to a higher NA objective did not yield a much lower LOD. Although,
the higher NA did improve the LOD somewhat, the improvement is not sufficient to bridge a
gap of one order of magnitude to the desired LOD. Moreover, this result could also be influ-
enced by photobleaching that was obvserved at this point in the experiment, or user error in
finding the focus plane while using an objective with a much shorter depth of field.

As seen in Table 4.4, the LOD attained with this setup was around 5nM, and thus, an im-
provement of only one order of magnitude is necessary to reach the desired range of 500pM.
A possible component that could improve the sensitivity is the camera used to capture the
images of the fluorescence. The camera used in this setup has an absolute sensitivity thresh-
old, the average number of photons required to get a a signal equal to noise [48], of 18.67 γ
[49]. Large improvements can be made by using a more sensitive camera. There are small
cameras with a sensor with an absolute sensitivity threshold of 3.51 [50], and larger special-
ized cameras with single photon sensitivity [51] thanks to CMOS amplifiers. Additionally, the
quantum efficiency of the used sensor was quite low (under 50% [52]) for the desired range of
600-700nm. Furthermore, from Figures 4.16 4.17 4.18, it seems that all captured images at
blank have a similar, non-temporal, noise for a dark image. This noise remains the same for
longer shutter times. Consequently, the most straightforward improvement to this setup to
increase the sensitivity by one order of magnitude is to simply swap the camera for a more
sensitive one, and match the peak in fluorescent emission to the peak in quantum efficiency
of the sensor. This is the main recommendation to improve the device function in further
research.
Other imaging techniques such as TIRF or confocal microscopy, which are capable of single
molecule sensitivity could also be used in place of wide-field epifluorescent microscopy. In our
case, the ratio of noise to signal is too high for lower concentrations and does not permit the
distinction of signal. However, the added complexity is a disadvantage of switching to such
a setup. Another option would be to use a different transducer technique than fluorescence.
Beads could be used as marker for instance.[7][27] Additionally, for a sIFA, optimization of
the protocol regarding incubation times and blocking steps for instance should be taken.

Another important consideration is the need for a standard. In the experiments performed so
far the standard concentrations were either prepared on a number of microfluidic chips, or on
several microscope slides or coverslips. This aspect could be included in a future version of
the design or a companion chip that would go alongside the experiment. This standard chip
could be prepared with the same protocol of the sample sensor chamber, being pre-coated
in capture antibodies beforehand. A second chamber, with prepared standard solutions of
antigen, detection antibody and fluorophores complexes could then be opened at the same
time as the sample is introduced in the sample chip. Thus, similarly to commercial ELISAs,
for every experiment a standard is processed at the same time to ensure reliable results.
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4.4 Validating IL-6 production in microfluidic environment

To validate the estimated concentration of about 500pM, or 10500pg/mL, IL-6 produced by
stimulated MDA MB 231 cells inside a microfluidics chip, a high concentration of cells was
seeded inside the microfluidic chip and the IL-6 was analyzed off-chip using an amplified
ELISA as described in section 3.1. The sample from the chips was diluted in order to have a
sufficiently large sample volume for ELISA analysis as well as putting the expected concen-
tration in the assay range. Thus, the results have been multiplied by the dilution factors to
reflect the IL-6 concentration inside the microfluidic chip.

The results of the experiment in the chip are shown in Figure 4.19. The concentration of
IL-6 after 3 hour of incubation with and without stimulation using TNF-α were measured for
MCF 7 and MDA MB 231 cells. As with previous experiments control experiment with MCF
7 were performed but all results were below the detection limit. These results are normalized
to 105 cells/mL (divided by 140 for 1400·104 cells, and by 7/10 for 7·104) to be able to com-
pared them to previous results of experiments 1 and 3 performed in the well plate, shown in
Figure 4.20 and 4.21.
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Figure 4.19: IL-6 concentration in pg/mL produced by stimulated (TNF-α 10 ng/mL) and
unstimulated MDA MB 231 and MCF 7cells (1400 · 104cells/mL) during an incubation time
of 3 hours inside the microfluidic chip.
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Figure 4.20: IL-6 concentration in
pg/mL produced by stimulated (TNF-α
10 ng/mL) MDA MB 231 cells normal-
ized to 105 during an incubation time of
3 hours inside the microfluidic chip com-
pared to experiments performed in a well
plate.
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Figure 4.21: IL-6 concentration in pg/mL
produced by unstimulated MDA MB 231
cells normalized to 105 during an incuba-
tion time of 3 hours inside the microfluidic
chip compared to experiments performed
in a well plate.

Discussion As can be seen in Figure 4.19, the IL-6 concentration after 3 hours of incuba-
tion of stimulated MDA MB 231 cells, was just under the predicted value of 10500 pg/mL,
the actual value is 9376 ± 980 pg/mL. However, as can be seen in Figure4.20, the normalized
results agree very well with the results from experiment 1, were the cell line was youngest.
The same can be said for the unstimulated MBA MB 231 cells, as is shown in Figure 4.21.
This does support the hypothesis that the IL-6 concentration scales linearly with the cell
density in a given volume. Additionally, these results show that the microfluidic chip can be
a suitable environment to succesfully perform stimulation experiments of these breast cancer
cells. For future experiments, testing the IL-6 production in a more physiologically relevant
environment by creating a 3D cell culture, and comparing this production rate to the one
measured here would be the next step after a fully functioning integrated biosensor.

The production rate calculated from the results obtained here can be used to slightly ad-
just the desired assay range for the biosensor. The LOD should be lowered from 500pM to
approximatly 450pM for a stimulation time of 3 hours. The previous recommendation of
changing the camera to gain sensitivity remains and should still be sufficient to improve the
sensitivty eleven-fold instead of ten-fold. Especially in the case of a single photon sensitive
camera, since this would represent an approximate twenty-fold improvement.
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5 Conclusion

The aim of this project was to develop a microfluidic device incorporating a cell culture and
a biosensor in order to observe the behaviour of triple negative breast cancer cells as a result
of TNF-α stimulation by measuring IL-6 production.

First, the IL-6 produced as a result of 10 ng/mL of TNF-α stimulation in traditional cell
culture vessels was determined. The basal production rate of MDA MB 231 cells was found
to be 0,7 pg/hour/104cells for unstimulated cells. Upon stimulation the production rate
increased to 2,5 pg/hour/104cells. These results are in accordance with literature. Addi-
tionally, control experiments with MCF 7 cells were performed and no detectable IL-6 was
found. Next, the prototype of the microfluidic device was tested to evaluate its mechanical
properties. The valve of the device was determined to perform well for flows ranging from
10 µL/min to 5 mL/min. The bolt-nut valve developed here is particularly well suited to
use-cases where it will be actuated up to 20 times and where automated actuation is not
necessary or possible. In addition, the cell viability was confirmed to be very high, above 97
%, inside the microfluidic device. Subsequently, the sensitivity of a potential integrated fluo-
rescent biosensor was tested. The limit of detection was determined to be 5± 0,2 nM, which
is not sufficient to measure the produced IL-6 concentration range in a chip, which is around
450pM, implying that the optical setup is not sensitive enough. Finally, the production of
IL-6 inside the microfluidic device was tested off-chip and found to be in accordance with
prior experiments in well plates for the case of cell with low passage counts.

Some recommendations can be made for further research. First, to prevent reproducibil-
ity problems, cell cultures with low passage count should be used. Methods to achieve ho-
mogeneous and precise cell counts upon seeding, such as automated cell counting are also
recommended. To improve the sensitivity of the sensor, the optical setup should be opti-
mized. In particular, a camera with a high sensitivity should be used. Additionally, the
biochemical protocol should be optimized, interms of incubation times and blocking steps,
which can be done using a complex matrix produced with the help of MCF 7 cells. Finally, it
would be valuable to introduce a 3D cell culture in the microfluidic device to improve upon
the physiological relevance of the model, and compare with the results presented here.

Overall, the results of the designed chip are promising. From these results a functioning
device within the realm of experimental possibilities, after the implementation of the recom-
mendations. However, a limitation of sandwich assays is the fact that the integrated sensor
is not continuous. The advantages of the chip in both research and clinical settings would
be greater if a continuous biosensor, such as BPM [7], would be implemented since the time
elapsed between experiment and obtaining the result would be greatly reduced. Aside from
this limitation, this device and similar devices, could be used in cancer research to screen
drugs or model disease. For instance, the level of inflammation for different treatments could
be observed. This device could also be used as a platform for personalized medicine. On
the whole, this project fits into the emerging trend of biosensor integration [3] in advanced
microfluidic cell culture devices in order to enhance device functionality.
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A Experimental protocols

A.1 Protocol for seeding cells in a well plate

A cell passage, the detachment of the cells from their vessel in order to pass them to a new
one, must first be performed to be able to seed the cells in a well plate. After this is done:

• Two samples of 10µL are taken from the remaining cells suspended in cell medium after
cell passage to determine the concentration.

• The cell concentration is determined by using a Neubauer’s chamber.

• The cells are centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 minutes and the cell medium is taken out.

• The cells are diluted using cell medium to the desired concentration of 7 · 104 cells/mL.

• The cells are seeded into the 24 well plate.

• The well plate is placed in an incubator for overnight incubation.

A.2 Protocol for seeding cells in a microfluidic chip

First the chip is cleaned and disinfected to ensure a fitting environment for the cell culture.

• The chip is placed in the flow cabinet and UV lighting is left on for 15 min

• Rinse three times with 70% ethanol by flowing in 40µL.

• Rinse three times with sterile PBS by flowing in 40µL.

• The valve is closed with the use of a hex key.

Then the cell seeding resumes after having performed a cell passage.

• Two samples of 10µL are taken from the remaining cells suspended in cell medium after
cell passage to determine the concentration.

• The cell concentration is determined by using a Neubauer’s chamber.

• The cells are centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 minutes and the cell medium is taken out.

• The cells are diluted using cell medium to the desired concentration of 1400·104 cells/mL.

• The cells are gently flowed in the microfluidic device while the valve is closed.

• The device is placed in an incubator for overnight incubation.
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A.3 Protocol for quantifying IL-6 production of Breast cancer cells in a
well plate using an ELISA

• Pipet old medium out of cell wells

• Rinse wells with sterile PBS

• Add fresh serum free cell medium + 10 ng/ml TNF-a

• Pipet out two samples of 50µL for time t = 0hours

• Perform instant ELISA protocol as per manufacturer instructions

• Pipet out two samples of 50µL for time t = 3hours

• Perform instant ELISA protocol as per manufacturer instructions

• Pipet out two samples of 50µL for time t = 6hours

• Perform instant ELISA protocol as per manufacturer instructions

• Pipet out two samples of 50µL for time t = 9hours

• Perform instant ELISA protocol as per manufacturer instructions

A.4 Protocol for quantifying IL-6 production of Breast cancer cells in a
microfluidic chip using an ELISA

• Rinse three times with sterile PBS by very gently flowing in 40µL

• Flow in fresh serum free cell medium + 10 ng/ml TNF-a

• Pipet out a sample of 20µL for time t = 3hours

• Dilute this sample with 80µL PBS to bring the total volume to 100µL

• Samples are then further diluted to reach the assay range. This is a 60x dilution for
unstimulated MDA MB 231 cells, 1260x for stimulated MDA MB 231 cells, and 10x for
MCF 7 cells

• Perform high sensitivity ELISA protocol as per manufacturer instructions

A.5 Protocol for Instant ELISA

A summary of the protocol for instant ELISA used in the experiment with stimulated cells
in well plates is given here. For more detailed instructions one should consult the protocol
provided by the manufacturer of the ELISA kit.

As seen in Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3, one of the ELISA kits used in this work was a pre-
prepared kit that contained all components in lyophilized form in the well strips. As such,
some of the described steps in section 3 were able to be executed simultaneously. Samples are
added to well already containing a capture antibody, a detection antibody conjugated with
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biotin, and streptavidin-HRP complexes. Then, the TMB substrate is added. Finally, the
reaction is stopped using an acid and the results are read using a multiwell platereader.

Figure A.1: Protocol for
instant ELISA. Incubation
1: sample or standard in-
cubated with lyophilized
streptavidin-HRP and bi-
otin conjugate[33]

Figure A.2: Protocol for
instant ELISA. Incuba-
tion 2: Incubate with
TMB substrate until suffi-
cient colored product has
formed[33]

Figure A.3: Protocol for
instant ELISA. Stop reac-
tion: The reaction is ter-
minated by the addition
of acid and results can be
read[33]

A.6 Protocol for High sensitivity ELISA

A summary of the protocol for high sensitivity ELISA used in the experiment with stimulated
cells in the microfluidic device is given here. For more detailed instructions one should consult
the protocol provided by the manufacturer of the ELISA kit.

Figure A.4: Protocol for
ELISA. Coated microwell:
The microwell is coated in
capture antibody [34]

Figure A.5: Protocol for
ELISA. Incubation 1:
Samples and standards as
well as Biotin conjugate is
added to the wells[34]

Figure A.6: Protocol for
ELISA. Incubation 2: In-
cubate with streptavidin-
HRP binding it to the bi-
otin conjugates[34]

In this case the protocol of a typical ELISA is followed up until the addition of substrate,
as can be seen in Figure A.7, A.8, and A.9. Instead of adding the substrate a amplification
reagent, biotinyl-tyramide, is added to the wells. Next, after incubation, the second ampli-
fication reagent, more streptavidin-HRP, is introduced. Finally, the substrate is added and
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the protocol resumes in the same manner as a typical ELISA.

Figure A.7: Protocol for
high sensitivity ELISA. In-
cubation 3: amplifica-
tion reagent 1 (biotinyl-
tyramide) is added[34]

Figure A.8: Protocol for
high sensitivity ELISA. In-
cubation 4: amplification
reagent 1 (streptavidin-
HRP) is added[34]

Figure A.9: Protocol for
high sensitivity ELISA. In-
cubation 5: Incubate with
TMB substrate until suffi-
cient colored product has
formed[34]

A.7 Protocol for preparing a silicon wafer for device moulding

• Clean dust of a silicon wafer with the use of nitrogen.

• Affix the wafer onto a spincoater.

• Pour approximately 4 to 5 mL of SU-8 2050 photoresist on the wafer.

• Spin at 500 rpm for 10 seconds with an acceleration of 100rpm/s.

• Spin at 500 rpm for 30 seconds with an acceleration of 300rpm/s.

• Soft bake. Place the wafer on a hot plate. Ramp the temperature of a hot plate up to
65oC at a rate of 5oC/min. Bake for 5 minutes. Then ramp the temperature the plate
up to 95oC at a rate of 5oC/min. Bake for 30 minutes.

• Slowly cool the wafer down at a rate of 5oC/min.

• Exposure. Place the photomask of top of the wafer. Expose the wafer for 15 seconds at
260 mJ/cm2

• Post exposure bake. Place the wafer on a hot plate. Ramp the temperature of a hot
plate up to 65oC at a rate of 5oC/min. Bake for 5 minutes. Then ramp the temperature
the plate up to 95oC at a rate of 5oC/min. Bake for 12 minutes.

• Developing. Pour SU-8 developper in two petri dishes and agitate using an orbital
shaker for 15min. When the developer in the first petri dish is saturated (around
10min), transfer the wafter to the second dish. After developing, rinse first with clean
developer and then with IPA.

• Hard bake. Place the wafer on a hot plate. Ramp the temperature of a hot plate up to
120oC at a rate of 5oC/min. Bake for 30 minutes.
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A.8 Protocol for molding a PDMS microfluidic chip using a silicon wafer

• Mix PDMS elastomer base and curing agent in a cup at a ratio of 10:1 by weight.

• Place in a desiccator and degas the PMDS mixture until all bubbles are gone.

• Clean dust of the wafer-mould using nitrogen.

• Create mould edges around the wafer using aluminium foil.

• Pour thin (1mm) PDMS layer on wafer mould.

• Place in desiccator to degas.

• Partially cure the PDMS in 20-25min at 65oC.

• The next steps center om the creation of the valve in the device and are described below.

A.9 Protocol for fabricating a screw valve in a PDMS device

• Punch rings/disks out of a layer of cured PDMS of 1-2mm thick with an inner diameter
the size of the thread on the bolt.

• Take the partially cured devices out of the oven.

• Carefully place the rings on top of the channel to be closed. In this case, the side
channel to the sensor chamber, as can be seen in Figure A.10 and A.11.

Figure A.10: PDMS ring placed on the side channel on partially cured device
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Figure A.11: PDMS rings placed on the side channel on partially cured devices

• Then place the bolt and nuts on these rings so that the thread that extends past the
bolt has the same height as the rings. The result can be seen in Figure A.12.

Figure A.12: Bolts and nuts rings placed on the side channel on partially cured devices in
order to create a valve

• Pour PDMS over the devices so that the nuts are completly submerged.

• Degas the whole device carefully to remove all bubbles, as pictured in Figure A.13.
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Figure A.13: Wafer mould with bolt/screw valve in desiccator in order to degas.

• Cure overnight in a 65oC oven.

A.10 Protocol for functionalizing a biosensor chamber in a microfluidic
device

Materials needed:

• Microfluidic device

• PBS

• Ethanol

• Isopropanol

• carbonate-bicarbonate coating buffer

• Blocking buffer (PBS 1% BSA)

• Wash buffer (PBS Tween-20)

• Capture IL-6 antibody, MQ2-13A5

• Detection antibody biotin conjugate MQ2-39C3

• Alexa Fluor 568-streptavidin

• IL-6 hydrolyzed protein

Clean and prepare the chip:

• Punch holes into the inlets and outlets of the microfluidic chip using the 1.2mm dermal
punch

• Wash the whole chip using isopropanol. Each washing/rinsing step should be done by
adding the volume of the chip 3 times (40uL whole chip 15uL side channel). Do not
leave the isopropanol too long in the PDMS chip (it can make the plastic swell)
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• Wash with ethanol

• Wash with PBS

• Mix antibodies in coating buffer, the goal is to have a solution with (100nMol with
150kDa) 15mg/mL

• In the second channel only, introduce the coating buffer with antibodies

• Let incubate for 2 hours at room temperature

• Wash with wash solution

• Rinse/wash with blocking solution

• Incubate for 30 min

• Wash with washing solution

In case standards are needed, prepare standards. 1nM was attempted in experiments of this
project.

• Open the valve using hex key

• Close inlet number 1 using a stop

• Introduce the standard via inlet 1

• Incubate for 1 hour

• Wash

• Close valve

• Introduce detection solution number 1 (antibody) via inlet 2

• Incubate for 1 hour

• Wash

• Introduce detection solution number 2 (Alexa Fluor)

• Incubate in the dark for 30 min

• Wash

• Observe signal with microscope.
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A.11 Protocol for functionalizing a glass surface with Alexa Fluor 568
fluorophores

The glass surface can be inside the fabricated microfluidic or a glass slide (with a chamber-
sticker).

• clean the dust from the surface with nitrogen.

• Wash the surface with distilled water.

• Wash with ethanol.

• Dry

• Prepare a solution of PBS with Alexa Fluor 568-streptavidin at desired concencrations
(10pM 100pM 1nM 10nM 100nM).

• Incubate for 2 hours at room temperature.

• Wash with distilled water.

• Image fluorescent signal on microscope.

B Error calculations

B.1 Error calculation in ELISA results

The error in the ELISA results is the sum of the variation between samples and the 2%
precision in the signal specified by the manufacturer. The standrad-signal curve was fitted
using a linear fit. With S signal, C concentration and a and b the parameters of the fit.

S = C ∗ a+ b (B.1)

The error in the signal from the multiwell plate reader then causes an error in the concentra-
tion of.

em = 0.02 ∗ S/a (B.2)

The total error is then:
EELISA = em + σ (B.3)

With σ, the standard deviation in the results form different samples.

B.2 Error calculation in cell viability assay

To estimate the error in the total cell count a representative sample image with known cell
count was used. The chosen threshold chosen was varied to probe the behavior of the cell
count. The result can be seen in Figure B.1. First, the threshold is too low to count any cells.
Then, the brightest cells fall into the threshold, this is the beginning of the linear increase
in cell count. Next, the background is captured and the cell count rises dramatically. Then,
large areas of the background and cells are counted as a few cells and finally as only one.
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Figure B.1: Cell count as a function of brightness threshold of a representative sample image

The threshold was always chosen in the linear increase region, since it is quite obvious to
the experimenter that a the threshold is wrong if it yields a result of only a few cells in an
image containing a few hundred cells. The sensitivity of the cell count to the threshold is
then estimated by a linear fit as pictured in Figure B.2.

Figure B.2: Fitted cell count as a function of brightness threshold of a representative sample
image

To then estimate the error in the cell count as a result of the slope (acells) of this fit, one
needs to know the range of thresholds around the threshold that leads to the true count that
is likely to be chosen. To determine the width of this range, a Gaussian fit was done over
the difference between the cell count and the absolute difference to the cell count versus the
threshold, shown in Figure B.3. The FWHM was found to about 11 threshold points. This
range is matches with the range of threshold that seem empirically correct to an observer.

Figure B.3: Gaussian fit over the cell count as a function of brightness threshold of a repre-
sentative sample image

Thus the relative error in the cell count is determined as follows.
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Erelativetotalcount = (
FWHM

2
∗ acells)/Ncells = 0.23 (B.4)

With Ncells the true cell count. This should still be added to the standard deviation over
different images in cell count σ, to determine the total error.

B.3 Error calculation in LOD and LOQ

The error in the LOD and LOQ is a result of the error in the linear fit.

S = c · a+ Sb (B.5)

where SLOD is the signal at the limit of detection, Sb is the signal at blank and 3σb is the
standard deviation of this signal at blank. The error then is:

ELOD = LOD ∗ eslope/a (B.6)

Where eslope is the error in the slope of the fit, and ELOD the error in the LOD. Similarly for
LOQ.

ELOQ = LOQ ∗ eslope/a (B.7)
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